
PLANNING FUNCTION

Planning means looking ahead and chalking out future courses of action to be followed. Planning bridges the gap
between where we are to, where we want to.

Following Up The planning process must, of course, ultimately lead to the implementation of the plans and
objectives. Planning Function of Management Planning Function of Management Planning means looking
ahead and chalking out future courses of action to be followed. It may be described as being: A continuous
process. Positive reinforcement occurs when a positive stimulus is presented in response to a behavior,
increasing the likelihood of that behavior in the future. It provides a base for other managerial functions like
organizing , staffing , directing and controlling. As Billy E. Establishing Objectives One of the important parts
of business planning is establishing objectives that align with the company's goals and mission statement.
Likewise, there are managers who lack commitment to the planning process. Organizing: Implementing a
pattern of relationships among workers and making optimum use of the resources required to enable the
successful carrying out of plans. Planning is a highly skilful intellectual activity: it involves active use of
higher mental process like thinking, innovation or creativity, etc. The objectives of the organization are
defined in simple and clear words during communicating the established plan. Patrick Montana and Bruce
Charnov outline a three-step result-oriented process for planning: [7] choosing a destination evaluating
alternative routes deciding the specific course of the plan In organizations, planning can become a
management process, concerned with defining goals for a future direction and determining on the missions
and resources to achieve those targets. Planning premises may be internal or external. Failing to plan will take
away your ability to look into the future and potentially predict an inevitable event before it becomes an issue.
What is the gap from ideal and why? Sometimes it will be necessary to tweak the objectives and so more
planning might be in order. A manager can provide a sense of direction, vision, rationale and purpose for the
plan, which can be easily communicated to other members of the organization, showing them how serious a
manager is about reaching organizational goals. This allows for a business to bring about a certain degree of
certainty to the uncertain future. Managers must take the necessary steps to overcome challenges.
Concentrating on events, people and things that a manager can control limits the manager's ability to react
when a change in the external environment occurs. Objectives provide a rationale for undertaking various
activities as well as indicate direction of efforts. However, by creating an awareness of these issues, they can
be identified early in the process. Planning always has a purpose. This is done on the basis of feedback or
information received from departments or persons concerned. For example, in an elementary school system,
the hours a teacher works or the gain in knowledge demonstrated by the students on a national examination are
examples of characteristics that may be selected for measurement, or control. There are different variations of
the puzzle, the classic version consists of three rods and usually seven to nine discs of subsequently smaller
size. The organizing function creates the pattern of relationships among workers and makes optimal use of
resources to enable the accomplishment of business plans and objectives. Even those managers who
understand how to put plans in place that are aimed at achieving an organizational goal face barriers for
effective planning. It is a set of formal tasks assigned to individuals and departments. All other functions of
management are designed its attain the goals set under planning. These detail plans include policies,
procedures, rules, programmes, budgets, schedules, etc. To meet objectives, managers may develop plans such
as a business plan or a marketing plan. A tool for achieving organizational activities. Tools and Approaches
There are many approaches to strategic planning, but typically one of the following is used:
Situation-Target-Proposal: Situation â€” Evaluate the current situation and how it came about. Many believe
planning is the most fundamental of the managerial functions because all other functions, including
organizing, leading, controlling and staffing, stem from the planning function.


